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HARVEST (P1)
Here is the correct way to lay out the puzzle pieces: 

There are two colors/types of seed left. 
So, the answer is 2. 
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HERD CONTROL (P2)
Here is the correct path: 

14 traps were used.
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CIRCUIT BOARD (P3)
Each resistor has 3 colors on it. The color bar at the 
bottom of the page is the correct path to take. You 

need to pass through those colors in order. 
Here is the correct path: 

The clips used are 2 & 5, so the answer is 25. 
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ABOUT THE MAIN DOOR…

The item with the serial number is the camera. 
Open the camera. 

The serial number is embossed inside.
When you match this to the boxes in the puzzle 

you will get this message: 
PULL UP AFTER EACH NUMBER

This means you need to pull up on the dial after 
turning to each number. 

WHERE IS THE DECODER? 

You will find the decoder when you unlock the 
door. It is hidden under the main lock dial.
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DOOR COMBINATION 
The door combination is learned from puzzles 
Harvest (P1), Herd Control (P2) and Circuit 

Board (P3). 
2 – 14 – 25

However, you need to solve the About that Main 
Door puzzle to find out how to use the numbers 

correctly. 

USING THE DECODER
When you remove the main lock dial, the decoder 

will be seen on the inside. Use the path shown with 
the brackets printed on the main door to get the 

letters for the little lock. 
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SUBMERSION 
SEQUENCE (P4)

The lab photo gives you the date to start with: 
10/08/2007

Fill the cylinder with water up to that line. 
When you submerge the rod a number of units 
into the water, the water rises to a letter on the 

multi-colored bar. 

4 – O
2 – M
5 –  E
1 –  G
7 –  A

The final word is: OMEGA
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WIND FOR WATER (P5)

Install the spare blue pump shaft on windmill one 
(1 hour).

Install the spare black blades on windmill three 
(1 hour).

Remove both the blades and pump shaft from windmill 
five (3 hours) and install them on windmill four 

(2 hours).
Use the 80’ of pipe as follows:  Lay 40’ pipe from 
windmill one to the water tank. Lay 20’ pipe from 

windmill four to windmill three. Lay 20’ pipe from 
windmill three to the water tank (1 hour).

Circle the letters at the end of each section of pipe to 
form the word: DELTA.
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SCAVENGER’S HUNT (P6)

This is a color-mixing puzzle. When you mix 
certain colors and combine the lines within the 

box, they form a letter. 

The final word is: SPIRAL

LETTER FORMED – S

LETTER FORMED – P

LETTER – I

LETTER FORMED – R

LETTER FORMED – A

LETTER FORMED – L

+        =

+        =

+        =

+          =

+         =
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On the main door are the words you found from 
the Submersion Sequence, Wind for Water and 

Scavenger’s Hunt puzzles. Use the decoder under 
the red lock to find the correct letters 

in the bracket. 

OMEGA leads to M
DELTA leads to G
SPIRAL leads to S

The lock combination is: MGS

LITTLE LOCK 
COMBINATION
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WHISPERERS (P7)

The Whisperers hands are pointing in specific 
directions, which correlate with the direction of 
the next letter in the path. Start with the red “P” 
and the first Whisperer whose head is outlined 

in red. 
The message reads: 

PULL UNDER BOTTLE CAP
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MISSING PERSON (P8)

Here is the missing person’s path and final 
hiding spot:

The answer is:   
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CODED MESSAGE (P9)

The highlighted symbol does not appear 
on the black tape. 

The answer is: 
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ENCRYPTED (P10)

The item you need is the unfolded box. There 
are scratches on one side. When you align it 

correctly the colored triangles on the top match 
with Will connect to the triangles on the side. 

Then, the correct symbol will be revealed in one 
of the “bullet holes”. 

The answer is: 
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ALL IN GOOD ORDER (P11)

You must first have the four key pieces from 
solving Whispers (P7), Missing Person (P8), 
Coded Message (P9), and Encrypted (P10).
When you perform all steps in order the key 

should look like this.

Use the key to open the main door. 
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WHAT IS THE DISC FOR?

SUBMERSION 
SEQUENCE 2 (P12)

Insert the disc into the camera. Each image gives 
you a clue to how to solve the final puzzles.

You need to use the submersion sequence from 
puzzle P4. The camera gives the date December 
22, 2007. When you repeat the steps using the 

same sequence you get the letters: 
4 – T
2 – I
5 – G
1 –  E
7 –  R

The answer is: TIGER



FEEL YOUR WAY OUT (P13)

One of the photos shows a finger feeling inside 
the medicine bottle. Feel inside the bottle for 

the two symbols that correspond with two on the 
paper puzzle. The symbols are 

The answer is: TA23
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COVER UP (P14)

You’ll need those colored shapes again. The 
camera shows which ones to use and the 

placement. Lay the pieces on top of the letter 
grid and read the letters and numbers that show 

through the holes. 

The answer is: R102
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NEW NORMAL (P15)

The story isn’t the puzzle. The camera has an 
image of the unfolded box lined up with the house 

in the upper left corner. When placed correctly 
the answer is displayed through the holes.

The answer is:  TC25
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FREQUENCY (P16)
One of the camera images shows the back of the 

game box. The frequency you need is hidden near 
the fine print. 

The answer is: AP09
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FINAL ANSWER
After you find the answers to P12-P16, check the map for the 
corresponding locations. Each location contains a symbol. 
Find the symbols to the lists at the bottom of the page and 
find the matching word in red. Complete the sentence to 

find your final instructions.
P12 - Tiger              PUT

        
P14 – R102              IN 

P15 – TC25              THIRD 
P16 – AP09      FIELD     POSITION

“LIFT MAIN DOOR, PUT       IN THIRD POSITION 
AND TRY AGAIN.”

Rebuild the key as shown: 

Use this new key in the lock and a secret panel will open up 
and reveal the circular key. 

YOU WIN!

P13 - TA23             
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